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AGENDA ITEM #6: 2040 LONG-RANGE TRANSPORTATION PLAN – DRAFT VISION & 
GOALS 

 
The Visioning process is an important step in the LRTP process because it provides the 
opportunity to gain public input on their vision for Hampton Roads.  As with the 2034 
LRTP, the Vision & Goals for the 2040 LRTP were generated by reviewing survey 
responses, comprehensive plans from the localities, MAP-21 planning factors, and VTrans 
2035 guidelines.  The HRTPO staff also had a discussion with the LRTP Subcommittee on 
this topic at the January 2, 2013 and the May 1, 2013 meetings.   

 
Based on the above, the HRTPO staff has prepared the draft 2040 LRTP Vision & Goals for 
review.  
 
Dr. Pavithra Parthasarathi, Principal Transportation Engineer, will discuss the draft Vision 
& Goals for the 2040 LRTP.  
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DRAFT VISION & GOALS FOR REVIEW 

2040 LONG-RANGE TRANSPORTATION PLAN VISION STATEMENT 

With an engaged public, the 2040 Long-Range Transportation Plan sets forth a vision to 
develop a well-balanced transportation system that promotes good quality of life while 

enhancing the unique character of Hampton Roads 

2040 LONG-RANGE TRANSPORTATION PLAN GOALS1 

Supports the economic vitality of the metropolitan area, enabling global competitiveness, 
productivity, and efficiency 

Increase the safety of the transportation system for all users, including minimizing conflicts 
between motorized and non-motorized modes. 

Ensure the security of the region's transportation infrastructure and its users 

Protect and enhance the environment, promote energy conservation and improve the 
quality of life. 

Consider the impact of transportation investments on the environment. 

Promote compatibility between transportation improvements and planned land use and 
economic development patterns 

Increase accessibility and mobility of people and goods 

Provide a variety of transportation options that accommodates all users 

Increase the coordination of the transportation system, across and between modes, for 
people and goods 

Promote an efficient regional transportation system 

Preserve and maintain the existing transportation system 

Engage a diverse public in the development of the region’s transportation system 

Continue to work towards finding dedicated and sustainable revenue sources for 
transportation 

 

                                                           
1 Order of goals is not in order of importance 
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MAP-21 Planning Factors VTRANS 2035 
Planning Goals 

2040 LRTP Goals 

Supports the economic vitality of the metropolitan area, especially by 
enabling global competitiveness, productivity, and efficiency Economic Vitality 

Supports the economic vitality of the 
metropolitan area, enabling global 
competitiveness, productivity, and efficiency 

Increases the safety of the transportation system for all motorized and 
non-motorized users 

Safety and Security 

Increase the safety of the transportation system 
for all users, including minimizing conflicts 
between motorized and non-motorized modes. 

Increases the ability of the transportation system to support homeland 
security and to safeguard the personal security of all motorized and non-
motorized users 

Ensure the security of the region's 
transportation infrastructure and its users 

Protect and enhance the environment, promote energy conservation, 
improve the quality of life and promote consistency between 
transportation improvements and State and local planned growth and 
economic development patterns 

Environmental 
Stewardship 

Protect and enhance the environment, promote 
energy conservation and improve the quality of 
life. 
 
Consider the impact of transportation 
investments on the environment. 

Coordination of 
Transportation and 
Land Use 

Promote compatibility between transportation 
improvements and planned land use and 
economic development patterns 

Increase accessibility and mobility of people and freight 
Mobility, Connectivity, 
and Accessibility 

Increase accessibility and mobility of people and 
goods 
Provide a variety of transportation options that 
accommodates all users 

Enhance the integration and connectivity of the transportation system, 
across and between modes, for people and freight 

Increase the coordination of the transportation 
system, across and between modes, for people 
and goods 

Promote efficient system management and operation System Maintenance 
and Preservation 

Promote an efficient regional transportation 
system 

Emphasize the preservation of the existing transportation system Preserve and maintain the existing 
transportation system 

 Program Delivery  

  Engage a diverse public in the development of 
the region’s transportation system 

  
Continue to work towards finding dedicated 
 and sustainable revenue sources for 
transportation 
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